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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2378045A2] The insulating glass pane (1) comprises two individual glass panes (101, 102), a spacing frame (6) arranged between the
glass panes, and a bar grid (2) arranged in the interior area of the insulating glass pane and holding at the spacing frame by mounting elements.
The bar grid consists of plastic- or metal hollow profile rungs (3), whose hollow cross section has two external foot paths connected parallel to
each other. The mounting elements are attached in use position directly at the inside of the respective hollow profile rungs and have reception
geometry suitable to the mounting element. The insulating glass pane (1) comprises two individual glass panes (101, 102), a spacing frame (6)
arranged between the glass panes, and a bar grid (2) arranged in the interior area of the insulating glass pane and holding at the spacing frame
by mounting elements. The bar grid consists of plastic- or metal hollow profile rungs (3), whose hollow cross section has two external foot paths
connected parallel to each other. The mounting elements are attached in use position directly at the inside of the respective hollow profile rungs
and have a reception geometry suitable to the mounting elements. The reception geometry has a material-free cross-section in the interior of the
hollow profile rungs. The mounting element is a screw, which has interference against the material-free cross-section of the reception geometry and
interferes with its thread in mounting position areawisely in the material of the reception geometry. The small dimension of the material-free cross
section is smaller than the external diameter of the screw thread and is same or larger than the diameter of the thread base. The end of the hollow
profile rungs turned to the spacing frame is thread-less before mounting and the mounting element is a self-cutting screw. The reception geometry is
arranged to the mounting element centrically in hollow cross-section of the end of the hollow profile rungs turned to the spacing frame. The screw is
notched in use position in the external foot path forming the hollow profile rungs. The reception geometry of the hollow profile rungs has a projection
or web projecting in gripping area of the mounting element. The reception geometry is a single-piece interior profile connected with the hollow profile
rungs and passing in its extending direction. The internal profile connects the external footpath of the hollow profile rungs. The internal profile has
flexible projections or webs in material-free cross-section, where the mounting element or thread of the screw interferes in the projections or webs.
The material-free cross-section of the interior profile is circular, diamond-shaped, rectangular, quadratic or C-shaped. The interior profile is formed
by paths directed with its cross-section transversely or diagonally to the centre of the cross-section area of the hollow profile rungs, where the paths
have a distance to each other and proceed itself in longitudinal direction in interior of the hollow profile rungs. The distance of the cross-section of
the path opposite itself in the diagonals in the interfering area of the screw is smaller than the external diameter of the screw thread and larger than
the diameter of the thread base. The interior profile is formed in the interior of the hollow profile rungs from two angle- or crescent-shaped interior
profile oriented in the direction to the center of the cross-sectional area of the hollow profile rungs, on both external paths of the hollow profile rungs
arranged parallel to the glass plate oppositively lying in the use position, where the interior profile proceeds in the extending direction of the hollow
profile rungs. The screw has a thread outer diameter of 2.5-3 mm.
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